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This important and overdue book examines illuminated manuscripts and other
book arts of the Global Middle Ages. Illuminated manuscripts and illustrated or
decorated books—like today’s museums—preserve a rich array of information
about how premodern peoples conceived of and perceived the world, its many
cultures, and everyone’s place in it. Often a Eurocentric field of study,
manuscripts are prisms through which we can glimpse the interconnected global
history of humanity. Toward a Global Middle Ages is the first publication to
examine decorated books produced across the globe during the period
traditionally known as medieval. Through essays and case studies, the volume’s
multidisciplinary contributors expand the historiography, chronology, and
geography of manuscript studies to embrace a diversity of objects, individuals,
narratives, and materials from Africa, Asia, Australasia, and the Americas—an
approach that both engages with and contributes to the emerging field of
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scholarly inquiry known as the Global Middle Ages. Featuring 160 color
illustrations, this wide-ranging and provocative collection is intended for all who
are interested in engaging in a dialogue about how books and other textual
objects contributed to world-making strategies from about 400 to 1600.
Barbara H. Rosenwein's bestselling survey text continues to stand out by
integrating the history of three medieval civilizations (European, Byzantine, and
Islamic) in a lively narrative that is complemented beautifully by 70 full-color
plates, 46 maps, and 13 genealogies, many of them new to this edition. The
fourth edition begins with an essay entitled "Why the Middle Ages Matter Today,"
and the book now covers East Central Europe in some depth. This edition
includes three "Seeing the Middle Ages" features, each discussing a work of art
in depth: An Ivory Diptych of Christ and the Virgin, Saint Luke, Gospel Book of
Otto III; and A Shrine Madonna. The sections for further reading have been
updated, and ancillary materials, including study questions, can be found on the
History Matters website (www.utphistorymatters.com).
This edited volume brings together experts on the later middle ages to chart the
principle developments of medieval Europe.
This fascinating reference covers the weapons and armor used by warriors from
the 4th to the 15th century and discusses how and why they changed over time. *
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Narrative chapters follow the development of medieval weapons and armor in
four periods: early medieval (376–750), Carolingian (750–1050), the Crusades
(1050–1300), and late medieval (1300–1550) * The chronological reference
section features vivid illustrations of representative swords, bows, cudgels,
shields, and increasingly more sophisticated armor
This text covers the Middle Ages from the classical era to the late medieval
period. Riddle provides a cogent analysis of the rulers, wars, and events both
natural and human that defined the medieval era. Richly illustrated with color
plates, this lively, engaging book will immerse readers in an era that shaped the
foundation for the modern world."
This book explores why Ethiopian kings pursued long-distance diplomatic
contacts with Latin Europe in the late Middle Ages. It traces the history of more
than a dozen embassies dispatched to the Latin West by the kings of Solomonic
Ethiopia, a powerful Christian kingdom in the medieval Horn of Africa. Drawing
on sources from Europe, Ethiopia, and Egypt, it examines the Ethiopian kings’
motivations for sending out their missions in the fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries – and argues that a desire to acquire religious treasures and foreign
artisans drove this early intercontinental diplomacy. Moreover, the Ethiopian
initiation of contacts with the distant Christian sphere of Latin Europe appears to
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have been intimately connected to a local political agenda of building
monumental ecclesiastical architecture in the North-East African highlands, and
asserted the Ethiopian rulers’ claim of universal kingship and rightful descent
from the biblical king Solomon. Shedding new light on the self-identity of a late
medieval African dynasty at the height of its power, this book challenges
conventional narratives of African-European encounters on the eve of the socalled ‘Age of Exploration'.
Medieval England: A Captivating Guide to English History in the Middle Ages,
Including Events Such as the Norman Conquest, Black Death, and Hundred
Years' War
In the Middle Ages, England had to contend with a string of usurpers who
disrupted the British monarchy and ultimately changed the course of European
history by deposing England’s reigning kings and seizing power for themselves.
Some of the most infamous usurper kings to come out of medieval England
include William the Conqueror, Stephen of Blois, Henry Bolingbroke, Edward IV,
Richard III, and Henry Tudor. Did these kings really deserve the title of usurper or
were they unfairly vilified by royal propaganda and biased chroniclers? In this
book we examine the lives of these six medieval kings, the circumstances which
brought each of them to power, and whether or not they deserve the title of
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usurper. Along the way readers will hear stories of some of the most fascinating
people from medieval Europe, including Empress Matilda, the woman who nearly
succeeded at becoming the first ruling Queen of England; Eleanor of Aquitaine,
the queen of both France and England who stirred her own sons to rebel against
their father, Henry II; the cruel and vengeful reign of Richard II which caused his
own family to overthrow him; the epic struggle for power between Henry VI,
Margaret of Anjou, Richard of York, and Edward IV during the Wars of the Roses;
the notorious Richard III and his monstrous reputation as a child-killer; and Henry
VII who rose from relative obscurity to establish the most famous royal family of
all time: the Tudors.
Contesting the Middle Ages is a thorough exploration of recent arguments surrounding nine
hotly debated topics: the decline and fall of Rome, the Viking invasions, the Crusades, the
persecution of minorities, sexuality in the Middle Ages, women within medieval society,
intellectual and environmental history, the Black Death, and, lastly, the waning of the Middle
Ages. The historiography of the Middle Ages, a term in itself controversial amongst medieval
historians, has been continuously debated and rewritten for centuries. In each chapter, John
Aberth sets out key historiographical debates in an engaging and informative way, encouraging
students to consider the process of writing about history and prompting them to ask questions
even of already thoroughly debated subjects, such as why the Roman Empire fell, or what
significance the Black Death had both in the late Middle Ages and beyond. Sparking
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Contesting the Middle Ages is essential reading for students of medieval history and
historiography.
'Probably the best "buy" among recent works for one who comes to medieval history for the
first time.' History (about the second edition) Consisting of two parts, this book successfully
conveys the importance of the distant past in understanding our modern world. The first part;
The Dark Ages, examines the impact of the Barbarian invasions on Constantine's Christianized
empire, and the gradual emergence, by the end of the ninth century, of a new social, economic
and political order. There are important chapters on the on the Church and the Papacy, the
coming of Islam, and the rise and fall of the Frankish Empire. The second part; The High
Middle Ages, takes the reader from the Saxon Empire through to an examination of the
European economy in the mid-thirteenth century. Important topics covered in this period
include the spread of monasticism, the reform of the Papacy, the crusades, and feudal
monarchy. This has been the best introductory book in medieval history for fifty years, and still
is.
Discusses the techniques, uses, and aesthetics of medieval drawings; and reproduces work
from more than fifty manuscripts produced between the ninth and early fourteenth century.
This collection of literature attempts to compile many classics that have stood the test of time
and offer them at a reduced, affordable price in an attractive volume so that everyone can
enjoy them.
This book guides readers through 10 pervasive fictions about medieval history, provides them
with the sources and analytical tools to critique those fictions, and identifies what really
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and its corresponding truth • Presents primary source documents to help readers to see how
the misconceptions developed and spread, and provide evidence for what we now believe to
be the historical truth behind each fiction • Suggests further reading and additional sources of
information • Fosters critical thinking skills and engages readers with the history of the Middle
Ages
Studies of varied ways in which medieval people imagined the future, reasons behind such
representations, and the implications for an understanding of medieval society as a whole.
Using wide-ranging evidence, Martyn Whittock shines a light on Britain in the Middle Ages,
bringing it vividly to life. Thus we glimpse 11th century rural society through a conversation
between a ploughman and his master. The life of Dick Whittington illuminates the rise of the
urban elite. The stories of Roger 'the Raker' who drowned in his own sewage, a 'merman'
imprisoned in Orford Castle and the sufferings of the Jews of Bristol reveal the extraordinary
diversity of medieval society. Through these characters and events - and using the latest
discoveries and research - the dynamic and engaging panorama of medieval England is
revealed. Interesting facts include: When the life expectancy for women dropped to 26 years in
Sierra Leone in 2002, following a catastrophic civil war, it was one year longer than the
estimate for early medieval women. So great was the extent of church construction in the
thirteenth century that it has been calculated it was the equivalent, in modern terms, of every
family in England paying £500 every year, for the whole century! Murder rates for East Anglia,
in the fourteenth century, were comparable with those of modern New York. For England
generally the homicide rate was far higher than that of the urban USA today.
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celebrated medieval historian C. W. Previté-Orton upon his accession to the Professorship of
Medieval History in the University of Cambridge. This book will be of value to anyone with an
interest in medieval historiography and the study of medieval Europe.

The Oxford Handbook of Women and Gender in Medieval Europe provides a
comprehensive overview of the gender rules encountered in Europe in the period
between approximately 500 and 1500 C.E. The essays collected in this volume
speak to interpretative challenges common to all fields of women's and gender
history - that is, how best to uncover the experiences of ordinary people from
archives formed mainly by and about elite males, and how to combine social
histories of lived experiences with cultural histories of gendered discourses and
identities. The collection focuses on Western Europe in the Middle Ages but
offers some consideration of medieval Islam and Byzantium. The Handbook is
structured into seven sections: Christian, Jewish, and Muslim thought; law in
theory and practice; domestic life and material culture; labour, land, and
economy; bodies and sexualities; gender and holiness; and the interplay of
continuity and change throughout the medieval period. It contains material from
some of the foremost scholars in this field, and it not only serves as the major
reference text in medieval and gender studies, but also provides an agenda for
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future new research.
A "lively and engaging" history of the Middle Ages (Dallas Morning News) from
the acclaimed historian William Manchester, author of The Last Lion. From tales
of chivalrous knights to the barbarity of trial by ordeal, no era has been a greater
source of awe, horror, and wonder than the Middle Ages. In handsomely crafted
prose, and with the grace and authority of his extraordinary gift for narrative
history, William Manchester leads us from a civilization tottering on the brink of
collapse to the grandeur of its rebirth: the dense explosion of energy that
spawned some of history's greatest poets, philosophers, painters, adventurers,
and reformers, as well as some of its most spectacular villains. "Manchester
provides easy access to a fascinating age when our modern mentality was just
being born." --Chicago Tribune
"The word "medieval" is often used in a negative way when talking about
contemporary issues; Why the Middle Ages Matter refreshes our thinking about
this historical era, and our own, by looking at some pressing concerns from
today's world, asking how these issues were really handled in the medieval
period, and showing why the past matters now. The contributors here cover
topics such as torture, animal rights, marriage, sexuality, imprisonment, refugees,
poverty and end of life care. They shed light on relations between Christians and
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Muslims and on political leadership. This collection challenges many negative
stereotypes of medieval people, revealing a world from which, for instance, much
could be learned about looking after the spiritual needs of the dying, and about
integrating prisoners into the wider community with the emphasis on
reconciliation between victim and criminal. It represents a new level of
engagement with issues of social justice by medievalists and provides a highly
engaging way into studying the middle ages for students"-A unique, illustrated book that will change the way you see medieval history The
Middle Ages: A Graphic History busts the myth of the ‘Dark Ages’, shedding
light on the medieval period’s present-day relevance in a unique illustrated style.
This history takes us through the rise and fall of empires, papacies, caliphates
and kingdoms; through the violence and death of the Crusades, Viking raids, the
Hundred Years War and the Plague; to the curious practices of monks, martyrs
and iconoclasts. We’ll see how the foundations of the modern West were
established, influencing our art, cultures, religious practices and ways of thinking.
And we’ll explore the lives of those seen as ‘Other’ – women, Jews,
homosexuals, lepers, sex workers and heretics. Join historian Eleanor Janega
and illustrator Neil Max Emmanuel on a romp across continents and kingdoms as
we discover the Middle Ages to be a time of huge change, inquiry and
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development – not unlike our own.
Middle AgesWhat do you think of when you consider the Middle Ages? Knights in
armor and damsels in distress? Vikings plundering monasteries? Religious
dissenters burning at the stake? The dead bodies piling up as war, famine, and
plague devastated Europe? Think again. While all these are part of the tapestry
of the medieval era, the threads of politics, personality and war, culture, religion,
education and the arts are vastly more intricate and fascinating. Think
Charlemagne, Eleanor of Aquitaine, Joan of Arc, Peter Abelard, Geoffrey
Chaucer and a riveting cast of thousands. After the fall of the Roman Empire,
Western Europe had to reinvent itself and redefine its philosophical parentage.
Inside you will read about...? The Early Middle Ages ? Advancing to Empire with
Charlemagne ? The High Middle Ages ? The Flowering of the Church ? Times of
Change ? The Late Middle Ages ? The End and the Beginning As the Christian
Church filled the void left by the loss of Roman authority, nations would emerge
out of blurred geographical boundaries and dynastic kings would evolve from
warlords. Rome gets the glory, and the Renaissance gets the glamor, but they
are bookends for the dynamic centuries that are known as the Middle Ages.
Is your knowledge of The Crusades less than tip-top? Maybe you're curious
about Columbus, or you're desperate to read about the Black Death in all its gory
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detail? Whatever your starting point, this expert guide has it all - from kings,
knights and anti-Popes, to invasion, famine, the Magna Carta and Joan of Arc
(and a few rebellious peasants thrown in for good measure!). Get ready for a riproaring ride through the political, religious and cultural life of the Middle Ages,
one of the most talked-about periods in history. Medieval History for Dummies
includes: Part I: The Early Middle Ages Chapter 1: The Middle Ages: When,
Where, What, Who? Chapter 2: The end of Rome and the not so ‘Dark Ages'.
Chapter 3: Angles, Saxons and Feudalism. Chapter 4: The Carolingians grab
their chance. Chapter 5: Charlemagne - A new empire is born. Part II: The
Making of Europe Chapter 6: The (Holy Roman) Empire Strikes Back. Chapter 7:
East Meets West: Islam in the Western Mediterranean. Chapter 8: The Vikings: A
threat from the north. Chapter 9: Schism: The Church splits itself in two. Chapter
10: The Normans: The ‘real' Middle Ages begin. Part III: ‘Holy War': Crusading
at home and abroad. Chapter 11: Crusade: A call to arms. Chapter 12: The First
Crusade Chapter 13: England vs France & Pope vs Emperor Chapter 14: The
Second Crusade & The ‘Crusades at Home' Chapter 15: Richard vs Saladin:
The Third Crusade Chapter 16: The later Crusades and other failures. Part IV:
Parliament, Priories, Provisions & Plague Chapter 17: John, Henry, Rudolf &
Edward. Chapter 18: Monks & Merchants: The new power brokers Chapter 19:
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The Papacy on Tour: Avignon and the Anti-Popes Chapter 20: ‘God's
Judgement?': The Black Death Part V: The End of the Middle and the start of
discovery. Chapter 21: One Hundred Years of War Chapter 22: The Peasants
are Revolting Chapter 23: Agincourt, Joan of Arc & the French recovery Chapter
24: Columbus & The New World Part VI: The Part of Tens Chapter 25: Ten
Rubbish Kings Chapter 26: Ten Curious Medieval Pastimes Chapter 27: Ten
Great Castles Chapter 28: Ten People Who Changed The World Chapter 29:
Ten Great Books (To read next)
This is the most authoritative account of life in Medieval Europe between the fall
of the Roman Empire and the coming of the Renaissance. Full coverage is given
to all aspects of life in a thousand-year period which saw the creation of western
civilization: from the empires and kingdoms of Charlemagne, the Byzantines, and
the Hundred Years War, to the ideals of the crusades, the building of great
cathedrals and the social catastrophe of the Black Death; the cultural worlds of
chivalric knights, popular festivals, and new art forms. The chapters show the
movement of the centre of gravity in European life from the Mediterranean to the
north; and the authors explore the contrast between Byzantine and Renaissance
cultures in the south and the new, complex political and social structures of northwest Europe, which by 1300 had the most advanced civilization the world had
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ever seen.
For the first time, this volume explores the identities of leprosy sufferers and
other people affected by the disease in medieval Europe. The chapters, including
contributions by leading voices such as Luke Demaitre, Carole Rawcliffe and
Charlotte Roberts, challenge the view that people with leprosy were uniformly
excluded and stigmatised. Instead, they reveal the complexity of responses to
this disease and the fine line between segregation and integration. Ranging
across disciplines, from history to bioarchaeology, Leprosy and identity in the
Middle Ages encompasses post-medieval perspectives as well as the attitudes
and responses of contemporaries. Subjects include hospital care, diet, sanctity,
miraculous healing, diagnosis, iconography and public health regulation. This
richly illustrated collection presents previously unpublished archival and material
sources from England to the Mediterranean.
A “marvelous history”* of medieval Europe, from the bubonic plague and the
Papal Schism to the Hundred Years’ War, by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author
of The Guns of August *Lawrence Wright, author of The End of October, in The
Wall Street Journal The fourteenth century reflects two contradictory images: on
the one hand, a glittering age of crusades, cathedrals, and chivalry; on the other,
a world plunged into chaos and spiritual agony. In this revelatory work, Barbara
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W. Tuchman examines not only the great rhythms of history but the grain and
texture of domestic life: what childhood was like; what marriage meant; how
money, taxes, and war dominated the lives of serf, noble, and clergy alike.
Granting her subjects their loyalties, treacheries, and guilty passions, Tuchman
re-creates the lives of proud cardinals, university scholars, grocers and clerks,
saints and mystics, lawyers and mercenaries, and, dominating all, the knight—in
all his valor and “furious follies,” a “terrible worm in an iron cocoon.” Praise for A
Distant Mirror “Beautifully written, careful and thorough in its scholarship . . .
What Ms. Tuchman does superbly is to tell how it was. . . . No one has ever done
this better.”—The New York Review of Books “A beautiful, extraordinary book . . .
Tuchman at the top of her powers . . . She has done nothing finer.”—The Wall
Street Journal “Wise, witty, and wonderful . . . a great book, in a great historical
tradition.”—Commentary NOTE: This edition does not include color images.
What do you think of when you consider the Middle Ages? Knights in armor and
damsels in distress? Vikings plundering monasteries? Religious dissenters
burning at the stake? The dead bodies piling up as war, famine, and plague
devastated Europe? Think again! While all these are part of the tapestry of the
medieval era, the threads of politics, personality and war, culture, religion,
education and the arts are vastly more intricate and fascinating. Think
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Charlemagne, Eleanor of Aquitaine, Joan of Arc, Peter Abelard, Geoffrey
Chaucer and a riveting cast of thousands. After the fall of the Roman Empire,
Western Europe had to reinvent itself and redefine its philosophical parentage.
Inside you will read about... ? The Early Middle Ages ? Advancing to Empire with
Charlemagne ? The High Middle Ages ? The Flowering of the Church ? Times of
Change ? The Late Middle Ages ? The End and the Beginning As the Christian
Church filled the void left by the loss of Roman authority, nations would emerge
out of blurred geographical boundaries and dynastic kings would evolve from
warlords. Rome gets the glory, and the Renaissance gets the glamor, but they
are bookends for the dynamic centuries that are known as the Middle Ages.
"Traveling easily through a thousand years of history, The Bright Ages reminds
us society never collapsed when the Roman Empire fell, nor did the modern
world did wake civilization from a thousand year hibernation. Thoroughly
enjoyable, thoughtful and accessible; a fresh look on an age full of light, color,
and illumination." —Mike Duncan, author of Hero of Two Worlds: The Marquis de
Lafayette in the Age of Revolution A lively and magisterial popular history that
refutes common misperceptions of the European Middle Ages, showing the
beauty and communion that flourished alongside the dark brutality—a brilliant
reflection of humanity itself. The word “medieval” conjures images of the “Dark
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Ages”—centuries of ignorance, superstition, stasis, savagery, and poor hygiene.
But the myth of darkness obscures the truth; this was a remarkable period in
human history. The Bright Ages recasts the European Middle Ages for what it
was, capturing this 1,000-year era in all its complexity and fundamental humanity,
bringing to light both its beauty and its horrors. The Bright Ages takes us through
ten centuries and crisscrosses Europe and the Mediterranean, Asia and Africa,
revisiting familiar people and events with new light cast upon them. We look with
fresh eyes on the Fall of Rome, Charlemagne, the Vikings, the Crusades, and the
Black Death, but also to the multi-religious experience of Iberia, the rise of
Byzantium, and the genius of Hildegard and the power of queens. We begin
under a blanket of golden stars constructed by an empress with Germanic,
Roman, Spanish, Byzantine, and Christian bloodlines and end nearly 1,000 years
later with the poet Dante—inspired by that same twinkling celestial canopy—writing
an epic saga of heaven and hell that endures as a masterpiece of literature
today. The Bright Ages reminds us just how permeable our manmade borders
have always been and of what possible worlds the past has always made
available to us. The Middle Ages may have been a world “lit only by fire” but it
was one whose torches illuminated the magnificent rose windows of cathedrals,
even as they stoked the pyres of accused heretics. The Bright Ages contains an
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8-page color insert.
Introduction to Medieval Europe 300-1500 provides a comprehensive survey of
this complex and varied formative period of European history. Covering themes
as diverse as barbarian migrations, the impact of Christianization, the formation
of nations and states, the emergence of an expansionist commercial economy,
the growth of cities, the Crusades, the effects of plague, and the intellectual and
cultural life of the Middle Ages, the book explores the driving forces behind the
formation of medieval society and the directions in which it developed and
changed. In doing this, the authors cover a wide geographic expanse, including
Western interactions with the Byzantine Empire and the Islamic World. Now in full
colour, this second edition contains a wealth of new features that help to bring
this fascinating era to life, including: A detailed timeline of the period, putting key
events into context Primary source case boxes Full colour illustrations throughout
New improved maps A glossary of terms Annotated suggestions for further
reading The book is supported by a free companion website with resources
including, for instructors, assignable discussion questions and all of the images
and maps in the book available to download, and for students, a comparative
interactive timeline of the period and links to useful websites. The website can be
found at www.routledge.com/cw/blockmans. Clear and stimulating, the second
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edition of Introduction to Medieval Europe is the ideal companion to studying
Europe in the Middle Ages at undergraduate level.
Surveys the ideas and institutions of Western Europe during the Middle Ages.
Intrigue. Disease. Adventure. War. Invention. Famine. This is the story of how
humankind emerged from the Dark Ages prepared for the coming age of
enlightenment. There is a good reason why many fantasy epics are based on
events in the Middle Ages. For nearly a thousand years, people battled nature,
disease, and each other to survive.Visionaries laid the foundations that today's
world is built upon and their inventions and innovations gave rise to literacy,
education, medicine, engineering and more. Explorers opened trade to foreign
lands and flooded Europe with luxuries including silk, tea, and gold. Nearly half a
million people died of the black plague. The feudal system failed, and aristocratic
power dwindled. In Medieval History - Including: The Holy Roman Empire,
Vikings, The Crusades, and Columbus Reaching the New World. Overview of
What Shaped the History of the Medieval World you'll get a quick trip through the
turbulent Middle Ages that is sure to inspire deeper study. You'll: - Follow the
progress of the Romans, Vikings, Arabs, and Emperors whose conquests and
defeat shaped the world. - Learn about the Sultans, Philosophers, Traders, and
Crusaders who laid the foundations for technological and philosophical progress.
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- Watch the devastation of Europe as famine, disease, and war swept across the
continent. - Join adventurers and explorers as they sail the world's oceans, chart
new lands, and exploit them. By the end of this quick trip, you'll have a better
understanding how such a turbulent period led to the Golden Age that followed.
Law | Book | Culture in the Middle Ages takes a detailed view on the role of
manuscripts and the written word in legal cultures, spanning the medieval period
across western and central Europe.
Named a Best Book of 2020 by The Telegraph, The Times, and BBC History
Magazine An illuminating guide to the scientific and technological achievements
of the Middle Ages through the life of a crusading astronomer-monk. Soaring
Gothic cathedrals, violent crusades, the Black Death: these are the dramatic
forces that shaped the medieval era. But the so-called Dark Ages also gave us
the first universities, eyeglasses, and mechanical clocks. As medieval thinkers
sought to understand the world around them, from the passing of the seasons to
the stars in the sky, they came to develop a vibrant scientific culture. In The Light
Ages, Cambridge science historian Seb Falk takes us on a tour of medieval
science through the eyes of one fourteenth-century monk, John of Westwyk.
Born in a rural manor, educated in England’s grandest monastery, and then
exiled to a clifftop priory, Westwyk was an intrepid crusader, inventor, and
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astrologer. From multiplying Roman numerals to navigating by the stars, curing
disease, and telling time with an ancient astrolabe, we learn emerging science
alongside Westwyk and travel with him through the length and breadth of
England and beyond its shores. On our way, we encounter a remarkable cast of
characters: the clock-building English abbot with leprosy, the French craftsmanturned-spy, and the Persian polymath who founded the world’s most advanced
observatory. The Light Ages offers a gripping story of the struggles and
successes of an ordinary man in a precarious world and conjures a vivid picture
of medieval life as we have never seen it before. An enlightening history that
argues that these times weren’t so dark after all, The Light Ages shows how
medieval ideas continue to color how we see the world today.
A unique guide to all aspects of life in the Middle Ages.
In this newest edition of her bestselling book, Barbara H. Rosenwein integrates
the history of European, Byzantine, and Islamic medieval cultures—as well as
their Eurasian connections—in a dynamic narrative. The text has been
significantly updated to reflect growing interest in the Islamic world and
Mediterranean region. Stunning plates featuring art and architecture weave
together events, mentalities, and aesthetics. Medievalist Riccardo Cristiani
authors a new feature on material culture that examines the intricacies of
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manuscript production and the lustrous glazes of Islamic ceramics. A fully revised
map program offers user-friendly spot maps that clarify events right where they
are discussed as well as dazzling topographical maps that reveal the very
contours of the medieval world. Helpful genealogies, figures, architectural plans,
and lists of key dates complement the text. All maps, genealogies, and figures
are available on the History Matters website (www.utphistorymatters.com) for
easy download. Students will find this site equally useful for its hundreds of study
questions and their click-to-reveal answers.
Graphic Signs Of Authority in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages presents
a cultural history of graphic signs and examines how they were employed to
communicate secular and divine authority in the late antique Mediterranean and
early medieval Europe. Visual materials such as the sign of the cross,
christograms, monograms, and other such devices, are examined against the
backdrop of the cultural, religious, and socio-political transition from the late
Graeco-Roman world to that of medieval Europe. This monograph is a synthetic
study of graphic visual evidence from a wide range of material media that have
rarely been studied collectively, including various mass-produced items and
unique objects of art, architectural monuments and epigraphic inscriptions, as
well as manuscripts and charters. This study promises to provide a timely
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reference tool for historians, art historians, archaeologists, epigraphists,
manuscript scholars, and numismatists.
General history of the Middle Ages focusing on medieval culture and religion.
Whose Middle Ages? is an interdisciplinary collection of short, accessible essays
intended for the nonspecialist reader and ideal for teaching at an undergraduate
level. Each of twenty-two essays takes up an area where digging for meaning in
the medieval past has brought something distorted back into the present: in our
popular entertainment; in our news, our politics, and our propaganda; and in
subtler ways that inform how we think about our histories, our countries, and
ourselves. Each author looks to a history that has refused to remain past and
uses the tools of the academy to read and re-read familiar stories, objects,
symbols, and myths. Whose Middle Ages? gives nonspecialists access to the
richness of our historical knowledge while debunking damaging misconceptions
about the medieval past. Myths about the medieval period are especially beloved
among the globally resurgent far right, from crusading emblems on the shields
borne by alt-right demonstrators to the on-screen image of a purely white
European populace defended from actors of color by Internet trolls. This
collection attacks these myths directly by insisting that readers encounter the
relics of the Middle Ages on their own terms. Each essay uses its author’s
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academic research as a point of entry and takes care to explain how the author
knows what she or he knows and what kinds of tools, bodies of evidence, and
theoretical lenses allow scholars to write with certainty about elements of the past
to a level of detail that might seem unattainable. By demystifying the methods of
scholarly inquiry, Whose Middle Ages? serves as an antidote not only to the far
right’s errors of fact and interpretation but also to its assault on scholarship and
expertise as valid means for the acquisition of knowledge.
An exploration of both private and public life in the Middle Ages covers material
culture and the life cycle as well as daily experiences in villages, castles,
monasteries, and towns.
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